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A very productive collaboration

Started in 1997
32 common papers
1 756 citations
published papers have an average of 85.8 citations
one paper is still with the referees...
Never finished: a coherent review of strange particle production
in heavy ion collisions.



First Common Paper

Influence of impact parameter on thermal description of relativistic heavy ion collisions
at „1–2…A GeV

Jean Cleymans,1 Helmut Oeschler,2 and Krzysztof Redlich3,4
1Department of Physics, University of Cape Town, Rondebosch 7701, South Africa

2Institut für Kernphysik, Technische Universität Darmstadt, D-64289 Darmstadt, Germany
3Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung, D-64291 Darmstadt, Germany

4Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Wrocław, PL-50204 Wrocław, Poland
!Received 9 September 1998"

Attention is drawn to the role played by the size of the system in the thermodynamic analysis of particle
yields in relativistic heavy ion collisions at SIS energies. This manifests itself in the nonlinear dependence of
K! and K" yields in AA collisions at (1 –2)A GeV on the number of participants. It is shown that this
dependence can be quantitatively well described in terms of a thermal model with a canonical strangeness
conservation. The measured particle multiplicity ratios (#!/p , #"/#!, d/p , K!/#!, and K!/K" but not
$/#0) in central Au-Au and Ni-Ni collisions at (0.8–2.0)A GeV are also explained in the context of a thermal
model with a common freeze-out temperature and chemical potential. Including the concept of collective flow
a consistent picture of particle energy distributions is derived with the flow velocity being strongly impact-
parameter dependent. %S0556-2813!99"01003-1&

PACS number!s": 25.75.Dw, 12.38.Mh, 24.10.Nz, 25.75.Gz

I. INTRODUCTION

It was pointed out by Hagedorn %1& some thirty years ago
that thermal models overestimate the production of anti-He3
in proton-proton collisions by seven orders of magnitude
when the grand canonical ensemble is used in its standard
form %2&. The reason for this is that when the number of
particles as well as the interaction volume are small one has
to take into account the fact that the production of anti-He3
must be accompanied by the production of another three
nucleons with energy EN in order to conserve the baryon
number. Thus, the abundance will not be proportional to the
standard Boltzmann factor given by

nHe3̄'exp! "
mHe3̄

T " !1.1"

but to

nHe3̄'exp! "
mHe3̄

T " #V$ d3p
!2#"3

exp! "
EN

T " %3 !1.2"

since three additional nucleons must be produced in order to
conserve the baryon number. This suppresses the rate and
introduces a cubic volume dependence. The original presen-
tation of Hagedorn has been considerably developed and ex-
panded in Refs. %3–11&.
Recently it has become clear that a similar treatment

should be followed for strangeness production in the GSI/
SIS energy range %12&. This is not only due to the fact that
the size of the system is small but mainly because the tem-
perature is very low and particle numbers are small. The
abundance of K! mesons is then given by

nK!'exp! "
mK!

T " #gK̄V$ d3p
!2#"3

exp! "
EK̄

T "
!g(V$ d3p

!2#"3
exp! "

E(

T " % !1.3"

since the strangeness must be balanced either by an antikaon
or by a hyperon. gi are the degeneracy factors and Ei the
particle energies. This leads to a linear dependence of the K!

density on the size of the system. Such a dependence has
indeed been observed by the KaoS Collaboration for K!

mesons %13,14&.
In this paper we would like to explore this idea in detail.

This volume dependence can now be tested for the first time
by considering the data on impact parameter dependence
which are now becoming available.
In Sec. II we review the thermal model with special em-

phasis on the canonical corrections due to the exact conser-
vation of quantum numbers. In Sec. III we present a com-
parison with the experimental data from SIS. One part is
devoted to a systematic study of central collisions of various
systems, another part to a detailed investigation of the
impact-parameter dependence. The last section is devoted to
a discussion of our results.

II. CONCEPTS AND PREDICTIONS

The exact treatment of quantum numbers in statistical me-
chanics has been well established for some time now %6&. It is
in general obtained by projecting the partition function onto
the desired values of the conserved charges by using the
group theoretical methods !for a review see e.g. %7&". For our
purpose we shall only consider the conservation laws related
to the Abelian U!1" symmetry group. In this case the formal-
ism is particularly simple and leads to the following form of
the canonical partition function for a fixed value of the con-
served charge Q:
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From the introduction to first common paper
It was pointed out by Hagedorn some thirty years ago that
thermal models overestimate the production of anti-He3 in
proton-proton collisions by seven orders of magnitude when the
grand canonical ensemble is used in its standard form. The
reason for this is that when the number of particles as well as
the interaction volume are small one has to take into account
the fact that the production of anti-He3 must be accompanied
by the production of another three nucleons with energy EN in
order to conserve the baryon number. Thus, the abundance will
not be proportional to the standard Boltzmann factor given by

nHe3 ∼ exp
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introduction in 1999

nHe3 ∼ exp
(
−

mHe3

T

)[
V
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since three additional nucleons must be produced in order to
conserve the baryon number. This suppresses the rate and
introduces a cubic volume dependence.
...



From the introduction in 1999
...a similar treatment should be followed for strangeness
production in the GSI/SIS energy range. This is not only due to
the fact that the size of the system is small but mainly because
the temperature is very low and particle numbers are small.
The abundance of K +-mesons is then given by

nK + ∼ exp
(
−mK +

T

) [
gK V

∫
d3p

(2π)3 exp
(
−

EK
T

)
+ gΛV

∫
d3p

(2π)3 exp
(
−EΛ − µB

T

)]
.

since the strangeness must be balanced either by an anti-kaon
or by a hyperon. gi are the degeneracy factors and Ei the
particle energies. This leads to a linear dependence of the K +

density on the size of the system....
This linear volume dependence can now be tested for the first
time by considering the data on impact parameter dependence
which are now becoming available.
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J. Cleymans
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One of the most remarkable results to emerge from heavy-ion collisions over the past two decades is the striking
regularity shown by particle yields at all energies. This has led to several very successful proposals describing
particle yields over a very wide range of beam energies, reaching from 1A GeV up to 200A GeV, using only one or
two parameters. A systematic comparison of these proposals is presented here. The conditions of fixed energy per
particle, baryon+anti-baryon density, normalized entropy density as well as percolation model are investigated.
The results are compared with the most recent chemical freeze-out parameters obtained in the thermal-statistical
analysis of particle yields. The sensitivity and dependence of the results on parameters is analyzed and discussed.
It is shown that in the energy range above the top energy of the BNL Alternating Gradient Synchrotron within
present accuracies, all chemical freeze-out criteria give a fairly good description of the particle yields. However,
the low energy heavy-ion data favor the constant energy per particle as a unified condition of chemical particle
freeze-out. This condition also shows the weakest sensitivity on model assumptions and parameters.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.73.034905 PACS number(s): 24.10.Pa, 25.75.Dw, 12.38.Mh

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most remarkable results to emerge from rela-
tivistic heavy-ion collisions over the past years is the striking
regularity shown by particle yields at all beam energies. From
the lowest at the GSI Schwerionen synchrotron (SIS) up to the
highest energies at the BNL Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC), all results on particle multiplicities are consistent with
the assumption of chemical equilibrium in the final-state fire-
ball produced after heavy-ion impact [1]. The particle yields
are found to be described, with remarkable precision, by a
thermal-statistical model that assumes approximate chemical
equilibrium [1–14,17]. For a given collision energy, the
thermal-statistical model with only two parameters, the tem-
perature (T ) and baryon chemical potential (µB), provides a
very systematic description of particle yields. As the model
considers integrated particle multiplicities, it is not sensitive
to local inhomogeneities and/or fluctuations as these will
mainly disappear after integration over particle moneta. Local
inhomogeneities have been condidered in recent years in detail
in Refs. [15,16].

The partition function used in heavy-ion collisions has
also been shown to be consistent with results obtained from
lattice gauge theory (LGT) in the hadronic phase [18,19]. This,
together with the phenomenological success of the thermal-
statistical model, indicates that the resonance gas description

of the hadronic phase is a remarkably accurate approximation
of QCD thermodynamics in the hadronic confined phase.

Using this description as a starting point, a further inter-
esting systematic behavior of thermal parameters has emerged
from particle yields in heavy-ion collisions from SIS up to
RHIC. With increasing collision energy, there is an increase of
the chemical freeze-out temperature, T, and a corresponding
decrease of the baryon chemical potential, µB . In the (T ,µB)-
plane the freeze-out parameters lie on a curve connecting the
lowest data points taken at the SIS through the data points
taken at the BNL Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS),
at the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), on at RHIC
with a temperature at µB = 0 that corresponds to the critical
temperature expected for deconfinement in LGT [1,20,21].
Such a regular behavior of the freeze-out parameters has called
for an interpretation based on the interaction dynamics. There
are properties of the thermal fireball at chemical freeze-out that
are common to all collision energies. Such common properties
provide unified chemical freeze-out conditions in heavy-ion
collisions at all energies.

The knowledge of such unified freeze-out properties is
useful since:

(i) they make it possible to determine particle excitation
functions and to study their systematic properties [22].
Consequently, general conclusions can be drawn about
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One of the most remarkable results to emerge from heavy-ion
collisions over the past two decades is the striking regularity
shown by particle yields at all energies. This has led to several
very successful proposals describing particle yields over a very
wide range of beam energies, reaching from 1 A GeV up to 200
A GeV, using only one or two parameters. A systematic
comparison of these proposals is presented here. The
conditions of fixed energy per particle, baryon+anti-baryon
density, normalized entropy density as well as percolation
model are investigated. The results are compared with the
most recent chemical freeze-out parameters obtained in the
thermal-statistical analysis of particle yields. The sensitivity and
dependence of the results on parameters is analyzed and
discussed. It is shown that in the energy range above the top
AGS energy, within present accuracies, all chemical freeze-out
criteria give a fairly good description of the particle yields.
However, the low energy heavy-ion data favor the constant
energy per particle as a unified condition of chemical particle
freeze-out.
This condition also shows the weakest sensitivity on model
assumptions and parameters.
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The FAIR/NICA/BES/NA61 energy region.
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H. Oeschler et al. Physics Letters B615 (2005) 50-54.



H. Oeschler et al. Phys. Lett. B615 (2005) 50-54

In the statistical model a rapid change is expected as the
hadronic gas undergoes a transition from a baryon-dominated
to a meson-dominated gas. The transition occurs at a
• temperature T = 151 MeV,
• baryon chemical potential µB = 327 MeV,
• energy

√
sNN = 11 GeV.

However,
the sharpness of the peak in the K +/π+ ratio suggests that
something more is happening.
Also, in the thermal model this transition leads to peaks in the
Λ/ 〈π〉, K +/π+, Ξ−/π+ and Ω−/π+ ratios which occur at
different beam energies.
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In the statistical model a rapid change is expected as the
hadronic gas undergoes a transition from a baryon-dominated
to a meson-dominated gas. The transition occurs at a
• temperature T = 151 MeV,
• baryon chemical potential µB = 327 MeV,
• energy

√
sNN = 11 GeV.

However,
the sharpness of the peak in the K +/π+ ratio suggests that
something more is happening.
Also, in the thermal model this transition leads to peaks in the
Λ/ 〈π〉, K +/π+, Ξ−/π+ and Ω−/π+ ratios which occur at
different beam energies.


